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Abstract: In this context, it is clear that during the period of the Western Turkic Khanate, there 

were intense political and ethno-cultural processes between the Sugdian and Turkic peoples of the 

Sughd oasis, and the unique symbiosis-intermixing, ethno-cultural synthesis processes between these 

socially and politically active peoples of the region intensified. On the one hand, this process 

accelerated in the Sughd oasis, and on the other hand, it was very active in Ettisuv, Altai and Orhun 

valleys (Mongolia), which are the central regions of the Khaganate. The Sugdians became close 

companions in the Khaganate in such matters as leading embassy delegations, establishing 

international trade, building cities, participating in palace life, and being advisers to the Khagan and 

high-ranking representatives of the Khagan. In turn, representatives of the Turkic and Sugdian 

people led the management of Samarkand, Panch and Nakhlab dominions of Sughd in connection 

with the Khaganate. 
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The socio-political realities that occurred in the Sughd oasis during the period of the Western Turkic 

khanate had an impact on the ethno-cultural processes in the oasis. It is possible to have a certain 

idea about it based on written sources: Chinese chronicles, Sugdian documents and Arab-Persian 

sources, as well as archaeological materials. When the Chinese annals talk about the rulers of 

Samarkand, Maymurg, Kesh, Nakhal, Kushania, Ishtikhan, Kabudon, etc. in Sughd, it is emphasized 

that the inhabitants of the oasis are skilled in trade and crafts, while the ruling class of the Khaganate 

- the representatives of the Tukyue (Turkish Khaganate) are more nomadic and military. is defined as 

a priority population. Similar information can be found in Arab-Persian sources, which mention the 

oasis of Sughd as a country consisting of cities and villages with many gardens. 

As a source for the early medieval history of the Sughd oasis, archeological finds also have a great 

place, many monuments of material culture were found from the remains of dozens of ancient cities 

in the oasis, which were obtained during almost a hundred years of archaeological excavations. 

Numismatic and epigraphic materials, seals, ceramic and metal objects, palace wall paintings 

(Afrosiyab, Panjikent, etc.), terracotta figurines, Zoroastrian and Buddhist temples, etc. are a 

significant part of the findings. They have been studied by many archaeologists, O.I. Smirnova, 

Researchers such as L.I. Albaum, A. Belinitsky reviewed the history of Sughd on the basis of written 

sources and archaeological materials. Among them B. Marshak, E.V. Rtveladze, L.S. Baratova, A. 

Malikov and the research of others can be added. A. Malikov, who studied the issue of ancient 

Turkish material culture in Sughd during the period of the Turkish khanate. found out on the basis of 

many written sources and archeological findings that the Khaganate had a great political and ethno-

cultural influence in Tokharistan, Sughd, Choch, Fergana and other oases during this period [2]. 
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From the 90s of the last century until today, similar researches have been carried out, including the 

American researcher J.K. Skeff, German Z. Stark, M. Mode's works stand out[3]. 

If it is based on the natural-geographical location and climatic conditions of the Sughd oasis, in the 

early Middle Ages, a significant part of the oasis was suitable for irrigated agriculture. and it can be 

seen that the oasis was an area that attracted not only settled farmers, but also nomadic herders. 

The Turkish Khaganate, being the kingdom with the largest army of its time, kept troops or built 

military garrisons in the territories under its control, and in many cases, the Khaganist troops, 

consisting of cavalrymen, tried to choose such mountain and sub-mountainous pastures as a place of 

residence. At the same time, the political and military representatives sent by the Khaganate to be 

responsible for the administration of vassals and their military groups were stationed in strategically 

important cities and fortresses and kept the local ruler under control. There is a number of 

information about this in Chinese annals, and in the "Tan-shu" annals, when it comes to the Western 

Turkish ruler Tun Yabgu-Khagan (619-630), he moved his administrative center from Suyab 

(Ettisuv) to the west, to the Mingbulok region on the northeastern border of the Choch oasis. and it is 

emphasized that he strengthened control over "Western countries". 

According to the yearbook, this khagan "gives local rulers the title of "eltabar" and appoints a deputy 

- "tudun" to each of the oase rulers to collect taxes and supervise the local ruler." This practice seems 

to have been carried out in all oases between Amudarya and Syrdarya, especially in Sughd. This is 

also confirmed by some information found in Sugdian documents relating to Panch rule, particularly 

documents numbered V-17 and V-18. For example, in the first quarter of the 8th century, the ruler 

Devashtich (709–722), who claimed not only the Panch rule, but also the rule of Sughd, as evidenced 

by the document number V-17, emphasized that he received "high rank and respect", i.e. a label, 

from the Khagan, and according to a number of researchers , by which he expressed himself as a 

vassal of the Turkish khagan [4]. So, this practice, which was started during the rule of Tun Yabgu-

Khokan - in 620 years, was still going on 100 years later. 

One of the evidences showing the active ethnocultural processes between the Sugdians and the Turks 

in the oasis is expressed in the belts and similar material objects found in the remains of the ancient 

city. Many researchers associate the belts, saddles and weapons of Sughd, Ettisuv and the early 

Middle Ages of Eastern Europe with the ancient Turks based on their manufacturing techniques and 

other features [5]. Also, the traditions of the ancient Turks began to take precedence in the 

decoration of pottery. In particular, such methods as drawing a bow and arrow image on the surface 

of the dishes, and drawing various animal images on the stem of the dish are prominent. Also, it is 

noteworthy to meet cases such as the printing of images of people with the appearance of ancient 

Turks on the ceramic surface [6]. In recent years, a similar situation was found in several ceramic 

fragments found in the Kafir fortress, and the image of a man and a woman standing side by side 

reminds of the ancient Turks [7]. 

The traditions of the ancient Turkish art are also reflected in the Sugdian coroplasty, and the statue of 

a horse warrior has the characteristics of Turkish soldiers [8]. This is also confirmed by the fact that 

among the terracottas found in the ruins of Afrosiyab, Kafir Qala, Talibarzu, Sarikurgan and the 

ruins of Panjikent in Samarkand and its surrounding areas, a significant part of them are finds 

depicting Turkish warriors and riders [9]. 

The fact that plots related to the ideology of the Turkish khanate began to appear in Sughd and its 

neighboring regions are also related to the widespread spread of Turkic peoples in the region. 

Several ceramic seals were found in the monument of Kafir Castle, one of the important political and 

cultural centers of Samarkand Sughd, among which the image of a wolf nursing a child stands 

out[10]. According to the legend about the origin of the Ashina Turks, who founded the Khaganate, 

after most of the Turks were exterminated by an enemy tribe, a young baby that survived was nursed 

by a wolf. The wolf was considered the guardian animal of the ancient Turks, and it was reflected in 

its veneration (naming children, using it as a proud title, putting its image on the surface of various 

objects, passing various stories and legends from generation to generation, etc.)[11]. 
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The role of the Western Turkic khanate in the cultural life of Sughd was closely connected with its 

political administration. According to Chinese annals, the local residents of Sughd used to cut their 

hair, while the ancient Turks had a widespread habit of wearing long hair. The Khakhanid sometimes 

required its vassals to obey their customs. According to some researchers, the Khaganate may have 

tried to introduce such practices mainly for the ruling class of vassal nations, in particular, vassal 

rulers. For example, in Chinese chronicles, it is noted that the ruler of Kan (Samarkand) cut his hair 

[12], and the common people shave their hair [13]. J. Based on this information, Skeff evaluates it as 

a form of suzerain and vassal relationship between the Khaganate and the rulers of Sugd [14]. 

According to Skeff, Khakhanid applied two strategic methods in the matter of indirect management 

of oasis dominions, one of them was proportional (conforming) and the other was coercive in nature. 

In the first case, giving daughters to vassals, that is, through marriage, and in the second case, the 

Khaganate used military pressure on his vassals and forced them to accept their customs [15]. In the 

second method, there are cases where the Khaganate introduced it to the ruling class of vassals, and 

sometimes to their entire people. Although these customs were not in the nature of strong pressure, 

they had a coercive character and made the settlers accept the customs of the settlers [16]. 

During this period, wearing long hair or shaving it as a tradition of ancient Turkish men is found in a 

number of sources (Chinese chronicles, stone sculptures, numismatic materials, etc.) [17]. On this 

basis, it can be explained that the ruler of Samarkand wears long hair, unlike his citizens, to express 

his subordination to the Khaganate. So, the fact that certain measures were used by the khagans to 

introduce ancient Turkic procedures to the people under the khaganate is confirmed once again based 

on these evidences. 

During this period, in the north-eastern parts of the region, mainly the peoples belonging to the 

Altaic language family: most of them consisted of Turkic ethnic groups and partly the ancestors of 

the Mongols, while in the south-western part of the region, a large part of the population was made 

up of the eastern Iranian-speaking peoples. Also, during this period, two ethnic groups were 

widespread in several regions of Central Asia, and one of them - the Sugdians, in addition to their 

historical homeland of Sugd and its surroundings, lived in the middle basins of the Syrdarya, Ettisuv, 

Eastern Turkestan and North China in significant numbers [18]. Therefore, the settled peoples living 

at a distance of almost two thousand kilometers from Ettisuv to Sugd are mentioned in Chinese 

sources as Suli (Sugd) people [19]. 

Another of the most active ethnic groups during the period of the Turkic khanate - the ancient Turks 

were the ethnic group that made up the majority of the population of Mongolia, Southern Siberia, 

Northern China, the regions between the Altai and Tianshan mountains, and the Turks were also 

present in Eastern Turkestan, especially its northern regions, Ettisuv, Fergana, Choch, middle and 

lower Syrdarya basins, the Aral Bay, the Volga-Ural basin[20], the North Caucasus and the north-

east of the Black Sea[21], Khorasan, Northern Afghanistan and Tokharistan had their position as an 

ethnic group that made up a significant part of their influence[22]. 

So, if we take a brief look at the ethno-cultural processes in the Sughd oasis during the Western 

Turkic khanate, it can be seen that during this period, thick political and ethno-cultural processes 

took place between the Sugdian and Turkic peoples, and the unique symbiosis-intermixing and 

ethno-cultural synthesis processes between these socially and politically active peoples of the region 

intensified. it becomes clear. On the one hand, this process accelerated in the Sughd oasis, and on the 

other hand, it was very active in Ettisuv, Altai and Orhun valleys (Mongolia), which are the central 

regions of the Khaganate. The Sugdians became close companions in the Khaganate in such matters 

as leading embassy delegations, establishing international trade, building cities, participating in 

palace life, and being advisers to the Khagan and high-ranking representatives of the Khagan. In 

turn, representatives of the Turkic and Sugdian people led the management of Samarkand, Panch and 

Nakhlab dominions of Sughd in connection with the Khaganate. 

Such ethnocultural processes were expressed not only in the written sources of their time, but also in 

material cultural objects. Mutual cultural rapprochement between both ethnic groups is confirmed on 

the basis of marriage ties, joint participation in governance, coinage, leadership in visual arts, etc. 
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